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In the face of extinction, mankind journeys into space in search of the cure.

SUMMARY
In the not so distant future we develop the ability to clone a human being…
Billions of Earth’s elite upload themselves into a supercomputer to be later reinserted when they
die into their brand new body. But when an enzyme used to enhance clone production causes all
procreation of life on Earth to stop, mankind’s last remaining hope lies in the crew of the Athenus
3 as they embark upon an interstellar mission to search out life in space for the cure to extinction.
Its 14 years later, and our crew is en route back home to Earth when their ship has an unexpected
engine malfunction. They wake from hyper sleep to discover their ship in orbit around an
unknown planet in an unmapped galaxy.
With only 35 hours until they plummet in orbital decay to the planet’s surface below, our crew
attempts to repair the damage and resume course for Earth. But when they uncover a mysterious
plasma residue growing on the ship’s hull, a routine analysis quickly turns into a battle for survival
as an infected crew member is quarantined from the rest of the crew, and his one true love.
To make matters worse, in an attempt to steal the very cure they’ve been searching for, our
company representative, fueled by a sinister corporate agenda, triggers a ship-wide epidemic
when he becomes infected while taking a specimen out from quarantine.
The events the follow lead the crew of the Athenus 3 through a non-stop action thrill ride as they
are pressed against one insurmountable obstacle after another. Ship repairs are sabotaged. The
escape shuttle is destroyed. And tension builds as our crew is reduced by a series of tragic and
heart-breaking catastrophes, leaving our lone heroine to battle the onslaught of rapidly
reproducing alien creatures while the Athenus 3 plummets in orbital decay to the mysterious
planet below.
In our climactic finale, our heroine narrowly escapes the clutches of the hideous beast that once
was our company representative. She ejects from the doomed vessel in a survey pod and crash
lands on the planet below.
Alone on a mysterious new world, our heroine returns to the crash site, only to discover the
terrible truth… she isn’t who she thinks she is.

CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

KENNER

F

Chief Science Officer / Protagonist

Dr. Carolyn Kenner, world’s leading Molecular Biologist and activist
against human cloning, is set on saving the human race from extinction.
But when she discovers that she herself is a clone, our savior must let go
of the past she’s left behind, and face the future that awaits her.
RIGGS

M

Captain

Captain Nathan Riggs loves his son Eli, but lost his wife in childbirth.
Unable to let go of the loss of his one true love, our heart-heavy Captain
clones her. But when he can’t resurrect his feelings for the clone of his
true-love, he struggles with the pain of telling her who she used to be.
RICHARD

M

Astrobiologist

Dr. Richard Stant, world’s leading Astrobiologist, has spent his life in
search of God. In order to meet his creator, he will need to sacrifice the
only one he’s ever loved.

MARY

F

Medical Officer

Dr. Mary Ellis, Chief Medical Officer, can cure any medical ailment. But
when Richard becomes infected with something she’s never experienced,
it becomes a fight to save the only patient she’s ever truly loved.

ELI

M

Pilot/Commander

Eli Riggs is the son and protégé of our own Captain Riggs. But when he
discovers his best friend is the clone of the Mother he’s never known, he
must face the terrible truth his Father has kept from him all these years.

WISTER

F

Pilot/Navigator/Lieutenant

Although she is unaware, Wister Freeling is the Mother of Eli and wife of
our dear Captain. Pained by the unrequited love our Captain cannot
return, she questions her quiet feelings of identity and who she truly
used to be.
DAG

M

Astromechanical Technician

Dag Bjornstad is a loyal man of faith. This behemoth of a man will protect
his crew at any cost.

MEEKER

M

Astromechanical Engineer

Meeker, our rabble-rousing, know-it-all instigator, in not ashamed in the
slightest to point out any hidden conspiracy theories or sinister plots that
threaten his crew. With a prevalent fear of heights, space, bad food and
just about anything you can think of, this snarky-comic reliever is sure to
electrify each scene to its highest emotional state.
ASHTER

M

Company Representative / Antagonist

Ashter Moore is the son of Richard Moore, founder of Earth’s last
remaining corporation. Ashter is heir to the company and is looking to
control its holdings. But his sinister plot to take over the company
backfires when the very cure he wishes to control, infects and transforms
him into something he could never have imagined.
NOUS

M

Logic Advisor

Nous, our intelligently-enhanced logical advisor, is a clone. But this
company creation is more than he seems. As it turns out, he is the clone
of the presumed to be deceased Richard Moore, Ashter Moore’s father
and CEO of Hai-Moore Industries. He invented the cloning process, and
he is about to complete the ultimate agenda – to play God.

PRODUCTION
Locations:
WADI RUM, JORDAN

HEKLA, ICELAND
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DIRECTOR:
Jason Andrew Cart
Director’s Bio:
Culminating his collegiate term, Jason’s thesis stage production of Lone Star garnered the attention of
Dick Van Dyke, who hired him to direct ’59 Pink Thunderbird. Jason’s designs for a 360’ rotating stage
were constructed at NBC Studios.
Jason went on to launch Nooring Productions in 2007. Noted as having “A strong sense of
communication and creativity” by Review Indie, he honed his skills directing music videos and
commercial media. Notables include MTV, VH1, Macy’s, FOX Studios, Dominic Owen (Producer: Jay-Z, Lil
Kim, Notorious B.I.G.), and Tom Hingley (#3 UK Billboard Hot 100).
Jason established JAC Productions in 2013 in order to focus his attention on the art of screenwriting.
Throughout 2014 to 2015, Jason scripted The Adventures of William Seven, Zero Organism, The Invention
of Dr. Z, and the animated sitcom The Crumps.
The artwork displayed in this proposal is a direct reflection of the vision and abilities of this project’s
Director.
Director’s statement:
On locations
This screenplay has been specifically pre-designed to generate the highest advertising quality for
minimal economical cost to the production. With 92% of the films production taking place on stage, and
8% divided between two locations (Wadi Rum, Jordan; Hekla, Iceland) we stand to attract our targeted
audiences with spectacular visuals at a fraction of the costs.

These two exterior locations act as bookends to the story, bringing our audience into the picture
through the spectacle of the alien, desert terrain of Wadi Rum, Jordan, and leaving them with a closing
image of the barren, volcanic-rock landscape of Hekla, Iceland.
With a substantial portion of the film’s production taking place on stages, we have the advantage of
mitigating risk by selecting a country with the greatest tax incentives to shoot the interior scenes, which
constitute 92% of the film’s production.
On genre (Science Fiction)
Science Fiction in the theatrical marketplace (box office) is rapidly expanding, rising from 1.97% of the
market share in 2006, to 10.28% of the market share in 2012, and again to 25.64% of the market share
in 2015, making it the 2nd highest grossing genre in the theatrical market.
With 2015 and 2016 release dates of “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” & “Rogue One”, revenues
dramatically increased. Considering that these are established franchise properties, it should be noted
that 2016’s “Arrival” brought in over $190M.
Why should you consider this an important film?
ZERO ORGANISM is the story of the re-beginning of mankind. One that might invigorate a spark in our
audience that reminds us all that we are all part of something greater. This picture answers the long
asked-for demand of universal substance in entertainment. To address belief, creation and a higher
state of what it means to be human.
Closing message
There is much to talk about on bringing this enlightening story to audiences around the world. This
cross-border feature motion picture hits every beat. High-stakes, non-stop rush, heart-felt action.
Spectacular visual design, rich and cathartic character design, and an internationally proven theatrical
market and genre at the height of its popularity.
Our timing is perfect. I look forward to speaking with you about your interest in this production!
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